Master Programme INS – Interdisciplinary Neuroscience

External Modules

- External Modules are subject to prior approval by the Examinations Board.
  - Take care to submit the application early enough to be handled before you want to start the module - in Germany at least 6 weeks; abroad at least 8 weeks
- You have to submit an informal application at the examination office comprising:
  - your matriculation number, address and the date of the application;
  - a foreseen period
  - an exposé of 1 DIN A4 page describing the contents of the module including the techniques you wish to achieve signed by yourself as well as by your would-be-tutor
  - an assertion of your would-be-tutor that the module fulfills the requirements of the INS programme regulations according to the respective placeholder module (A0, B0, C0, D0); he or she may do this in handwriting on a copy of the placeholder module
  - an assertion that the academical work effected during the module/practice is not remunerated
  - an application for an external master thesis also needs the signature of the would-be-internal supervisor
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signed
Monika Goltz
Examination Office